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Malcev’s theorem says that any two Wedderburn factors are conjugate 
under an inner automorphism: if we have two decompositions 5% = 23, @ 3 
and ‘% = !B3, @ % of the algebra ‘QI into separable subalgebras ?Z$ and radical 
%, then there is an inner automorphism of % taking !Br onto B3, . This result 
is known for associative algebras [5], Lie algebras [2, p. 921, Jordan algebras 
[4, p. 3051, and alternative algebras of characteristic zero [7, p. 901. In this 
paper we will establish the theorem for alternative algebras of arbitrary 
characteristic + 2, 3. 
In the above cases the proof usually starts from the fact that all derivations 
of a separable % into a bimodule m are inner, and then finds an inner auto- 
morphism which is “infinitesimally generated” by a given inner derivation. 
In the associative case this can be done in one step (X F-Z+ (1 L m) x( 1 + m)--1 
corresponds to x ti mx - xm), but in the Lie case one has to use an induction 
argument which conjugates B3, closer and closer to CBs using automorphisms 
exp(Ad m) corresponding to the inner derivations Ad m. 
The difficulty in the general alternative case has been the lack of appropriate 
inner automorphisms. Professor Jacobson [3] considered inner automorphisms 
of the form UC, . . . U, where c1(c2(... clz)) = ((cla . ..)c&i : : 1, and showed 
all automorphisms of a”Cayley algebra are inner in this sense. However, in a 
general alternative algebra it is hard to get one’s hands on such special elements 
C 1 ,..-, c, . Since the basic inner derivations have a complicated expression 
D z,v == Z&v] - 3 4, z-7 L[z,ul - R[s,u] - 3&w - -W,~ (1) 
it is clear the inner automorphisms will also have a rather complicated 
expression. 
The main part of the paper will be concerned with the construction of inner 
automorphisms; once we have found a general class of inner automorphisms 
Tzxl/ having the property 
11’zs,,, = Id -f ~Dcw (mod G) 
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the rest is anticlimactic, simply following the inductive proof used in the 
Lie case. 
1. THE MULTIPLICATIOK GROUP 
Throughout the rest of the paper % denotes a unital alternative algebra over a 
commutative associative ring of scalars CD. We will be concerned with invertible 
elements, where as usual x and y  are inverses if xy :.--. yx -_--: 1. In this case 
the multiplication operators L, , R, , LTa = L,R, are invertible operators, 
and we have 
(xy)-’ =;- y-lx -1, Lo& -.z “,I, Rz-, ..-z “,I, u,-l = U;l, (2) 
for all invertible x, y. 
The muZtipZication grozlp GM(‘2I) of the algebra % is the group of bijective 
linear transformation on ‘3 generated by the L, and R, for all invertible 
elements x and y. Our first result describes some “normal forms” for such 
multiplication operators. Besides the left, right, and “middle” multiplications 
L, , R, ) U, we will be interested in the operators 
THEOREM 1. (Normal Forms) The elements of the multiplication group of an 
alternative algebra can be expressed in any of the following normal forms: 
(Left-normal form) Lzl . . . L,%R, 
(Right-normal form) Rzl 1.. R& 
(Middle-normal form) Lrzl . . . lJzmR, 
(S-normal form) W,l,,l .-. &n,,n% 
for invertible elements x, x, ,. . . , x, , y, yl ,.. ., yn . 
Proof. The set of multiplications in a given normal form contains the 
generators I,, f  R, (for the last two forms note L, = L’$,. 1). I f  this set is 
invariant under multiplication from the left by these generators, it will 
contain all multiplications. 
The “straightening tools” we need are the formulas 
(i) L,L$.= R,L,, , R,Lrb :- L,R,, 
(ii) UbL, = L,,R, , U,R, :. R,J& 
(iii) L,Zi,K, U,, , R,U,L, = U,,, . 
&x/28/3-8 b 
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These are simply the Moufang Formulas a(bxb) = ((ab)x)b, (bxb)a = 
b(‘@~)), @Y)b = (b‘?J(Yb) . m o era or notation, together with the formulas p t 
for U,, [6, formula (S), p. 254; 7, p. 281. 
First consider left-normal form. Certainly L, times an Lx1 . . . LznR, is still 
in normal form; if we multiply on the left by Rz , we can move the R, to the 
right of all the L,‘s by 
R,L, = L,,-z&R, 
(u = xz-l, b = .a in (i)), arriving at an operator Lul . . . LgmR,R1, . To collapse 
the,two R’s to one we use 
(from L,L,R,R, = L,U,R, = U,, = L,,R,, by (iii)). 
Right-normal form goes the same way. Consider now middle-normal 
form. We first move an L, or R, to the right of all U,‘s by means of 
LzU, = U&-1 , Rg U, = UzzLz-, 
(using (iii)); we could restrict our attention to La’s if we wished, since R, = 
U,L,-, _ Once we have moved the L, or R, to the right we collapse the L,R, 
or R,R, to a single R by 
(set a = y-lx, b = y in (ii) to get L,R, = U,L,-1, = U,U,-1,R,-I, , then 
R,R, = lJzL,-lR, where we have just seen L,-IRR, = U,U,-I,+R,,). 
Consider finally S-normal form. We start from middle-normal form 
uz, . . . U,.Rv and keep building up S’s at the expense of U’s by 
UJJ, = u,,sz,, * 
We keep gobbling up u’s from the right until there is at most one left (we 
can always arrange to have exactly one left by trivially adding a factor 
u, = Id). @ 
Of course, we could have chosen to end middle and S-normal form with 
an L, instead of an R, . 
EXAMPLE The transformation T, : a I-+ XUX-r has left, right, middle and 
S-normal forms 
T, = L,R%-l = R,elLz = U,Rz-z . 
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2. INNER AUTOMORPHISMS 
Those automorphisms which can be built out of multiplications are called 
inner automorphisms, and form a subgroup 
Inaut (‘$0 = GM(%) n Aut (‘5%) 
of the automorphism group Aut(%). The automorphism condition 
can be written in operator notation as 
1 9-z --: TLJ-1, RTv = TR,T-I 
which shows the generators (hence all of GM(%)) are invariant under- 
conjugation by automorphisms, and Inaut(2l) is a normal subgroup of 
Aut(‘%). 
The question arises as to when one of these multiplications is an auto- 
morphism, i.e., what exactly arc the inner automorphisms. Recall, [6, pp. 
258-91 that an autotopy of ‘$l is a triple (T, T’, T”) of bijective linear trans- 
formations on 2l satisfying 
T(xy) = T’(x) T”(y) (x, y  E q. (4) 
Examples are 
(L, y  Us , I&> (R, , Rz-I , U,> ( LTz 4% , R,) (x invertible) (5) 
because of the Moufang Formulas (xax)(x-lb) : x(a[x(x-lb)]} = x(&), 
(ax-“) (x6x) = {[(ab)x]b}x = (ab)x, (~a) (bx) = x(ab)x. I f  (Ti , T,‘, T;‘) and 
(T, , T2’, Ti) are autotopies, so is their product (TITz , I;‘T,‘, T[Tl). In any 
autotopy we have 
and from this T is an automorphism iff  zt”, 6 arc invcrscs belonging to the 
nucleus (the principal isotope ‘W”*“’ coincides with % if f  C A 7;” ’ is nuclear): 
T is an automorphism iff  T’(l), T”(I) are inverses in 
the nucleus of ‘LT. (7) 
From these remarks we derive a criterion for when a multiplication is an 
automorphism. 
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THEOREM 2. (Inner Automorphism Criterion) Assuming all elements involved 
are invertible, the operator T = Us, . . . lJ,%R, is an automorphimn z$f 
(i) uvu lies in the nucleus (u = L(l), a = R(1)) 
(ii) y  = U1(l) (8) 
where L = La1 . . . Lzn , R = R,. . . . RE1, U = U, . . . U, . In this case T 1 n 
can also be desmibed as 
An operator T = U,S,13,1 . . . S3c,,21,RY is an automorphism iff 
(i) xx3 lies in the nucleus (z = S( 1)) 
(ii) y  = S-l(k+) 
where 
S = ~R,-:,&,R,J . - * K:&&,J 
(9) 
Proof. If we set T = Us, . . . UxmRy = UR, , T,’ = Lzl . . . L,,R;’ = 
LR$ T” = Rx1 . . . R,,U, = RU, then (T, T’, T”) is an autotopy as a product 
of autotopies (5). By (7), T is an automorphism iff  T’(1) and T”( 1) are inverses 
in the nucleus. Since T(1) = T’(l)T”(l) they are inverses i f f  1 = T(1) = 
UR,(l) = U(y) (i.e., (8.ii): y  = U-r(l)), in which case T(1) = T’(y2)T” 
(y-a) = T’(y)T”(y-l) implies 1 = T’(y2)v = uT”(y-l) (since v  = R(1) = 
T”U;l(l) = T”(y-2), u = L(1) = T’R,(l) = T’(y)), or T’(y2) = v-l, 
T”(y-r) = u-l, and the expression for ii in terms of u and v  becomes 
v-Q-1 = T’(yz)T”(y-1) = T(y) = T’[y)T”(l) = UZF 
or u” = UW. Thus the condition that 22 be nuclear is (8.i). By (6) we can describe 
T by T = RR,IT’ = R&T’ = R&L, . ..LznR.l and T = L,lT” = 
LJL1 1.. R&J,. 
Now suppose T is written in S-normal form with n S’s, Then T may be 
interpreted as being in middle normal form with 312 + 1 U’s, so that in (8) 
we have L = L,L, . . . L, , R = R& . . . R, where Li = L;$$Lyi and Ri = 
R&R,iR,i. Then u = L(1) = LsL, . . . L,(l) = L,(l) = X, v  = R,R1 . . . R, 
(1) = R,S(l) = XC. Thus uvu = X(ZX)X = X.ZX~ = a is nuclear i f f  zx3 = 
x-lax = b is nuclear (in general x-lax is nuclear i f f  a is nuclear). Repeated 
application of the middle Moufang formula shows U(cd) = L(c) R(d), so the 
condition U(y) = 1 becomes 1 = L(1) R(y) = (LJ1 . . . L,(l)) (R,R, . . . R, 
(y)) = xS(y)x or S(y) = x-~. Thus (8.i, ii) for L, R are equivalent to (9.i, ii) 
for S. 1 
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EXAMPLE 1. (Brandt’s Criterion) T, = L,R, I : CzR,-, is an auto- 
morphism iff  x3 lies in the nucleus. 
Proof. Since S - 1 here, (9.i, ii) become x3 in the nucleus andy L x-2~ 111 
EXAMPLE 2. (Jacobson’s Criterion) If  c1(c2 (... 6,)) 1 ((cn ..*)cq)cl 
then I’ = r/i, . . . 1 U, n 
= Lcl . . . L, 
a 
R, 
1 
. . . Rcn is an automorphism. 
Proof. u 2 L(1) = 1 and u = R(l) ::- 1 by hypothesis, so uw = 1 is 
certainly nuclear and U(1) -z (Ll) (RI) --: 1 shows y  = 1. 1 
EXAMPLE 3. If  the elements x, y  commute up to a scalar, zy ::: hyx (as 
the basis elements 1, i, j, k, Z, etc. of a Cayley algebra) then AS,,, is an 
automorphism. 
Proof. Here 2 = 1,9 r Al, Z = S( 1) = R;~R,&,l = (yx)(~y)-~ = h I, 
so .%? : h-r is certainly nuclear, and S(y) = AS(I) - -- 1 = 4?. l 
The only general method of guaranteeing ,%Z3 is nuclear is to make it 1, 
i.e., i = f-w3 is a cube. In general S(1) . IS not a cube, but we can make it one 
by taking S = {R;iR,R,}3: z = S(1) = {yx(xy)--1)” -=: [[xy]]-a ([[x y]] = 
@Y)(Y+~ th g P e YOU commutator). Thus if we take 5 = [[x y]] and 9 = 
s *(a-2) -= P[[xy]]3 == [[xy]] we obtain our basic inner automorphisms: 
EXAWPLE 4. For any two invertible elements x, y  the con$.q+on 
is an automorphism; it has an alternate description 
The alternate description follows from Theorem 2; recall u = 2, ZI = ~5, 
sou?n.4z -1. 1 
Remark. In the case of an associative algebra these ‘r,,, reduce to ordinary 
conjugation by [[xy]] : 
~tz,?m = cc~Yll~(v-‘~Y>” (~r[~Yll)fY~(~Y>--‘>” K~Yli 
= DYII a[r~Yll K~Yll-” RXYII 
= [[~YII alByll-‘. 
The connection between the inner derivation (1) and the inner 
automorphism (10) is 
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THEOREM 3. (InJnitesimal Generation) Let x be an invertible element and y 
an element of the form y  L = 1 - z where z is nilpotent. Then 
Tg-Id-DDe, T, 2/ = Id - Do zI-l 
mod&o multiplications involving two OY more 2s. I f  y = 1 - .z fey nilpotent 
nuclear x, xi are invertible, and yi : 1 - xi for nilpotent zi then 
TgTgl,xl.yl *.a TE,Slln . Id - D, - 1 Dza,zizrl (12) 
module multiplications involving two OY moYe 2s. 
Proof. Congruence will always mean congurence modulo terms with 
two or more x’s Since y-r = 1 + z + x2 + ... + zF1 if x” = 0, we see 
y-l Ex 1 -I- x, xy ZE x - xx, yx .e x - xx, (xy) 1 SE x-1 -;- ,%x-l, 
(yx)-1 E? x-1 + x-%7, [[xy]] --= 1 - [x, zx-“1. 
Any time iVIi is of degree 31 in the x’s we have n(Id + Mi) = Id + C Mi 
modulo terms of degree 32 in the z’s. Recall T, is an automorphism by 
Brandt’s Criterion since y  = 1 - z is nuclear if x is. Then 
TV = L,R,l = (Id - L,)(Id - RJ-” = (Id - L,)(Id -; R,) 
=Id-LL,$-R,==Id-DD, 
RmYI1 - - R1-[O,ZB-I, = Id - R@,zG-l] 
LcLGy:,l = Id - Luz zo-11 
L;;L&, ti (L,. 1 -j L& Lz(Id - L& 
Y--G Id $.L,,.lL, -L, 
It will be more convenient to deal with the representation (11) in terms of the 
L’s instead of the representation (10) in terms of the U’s: 
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Thus 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The basic result we need (see Section 4) is that if ZD is a separable finite- 
dimensional alternative algebra over a field of characteristic #2, 3 then every 
derivation of ZD into a bimodule fm is inner, a sum of derivations of the form 
(1) and a D, = Ad, for n E e’%&, e E 9 an associative idempotent. Here an 
idempotent e E 3 is associative (relative to 3) if e’$le is nuclear in any alter- 
native algebra 5X containing 3: b C 2I implies e2le C N((9.l). Since the 
invertible elements span 3 (as can be seen by case-checking in the structure 
theory), we can assume D --.I D, -t- C D,.,,, = D, + C Dzi,nimt;l for 
xi E 9 invertible, mi E ‘9.X, n E e!Re for associatke ‘e E a. 
THEORERI: 4. (Malcev’s Theorem) Let 2l be a zlnital alternative algebra 
over aJield of characteristic :#-2, 3 such that its radical % is solvable and a/$X 
is separable Jinite-dimensional. Then any two WedderbuTn factors are conjugate 
under an inner automorphism which is a product of conjugations. 
We will prove the slightly more general 
THEOREM 5. If Cu: is as above and Cu = 123 @ % a Wedderburn splitting, 
then for each separable subalgebra 6 of $3 theve is an automorphism T (which 
can be taken to be a product of conjugations) which sends 6 into 23: T(6) C %. 
Roof. We recursively construct Tk moving 6 closer and closer to ?B, 
For large n we have ‘% cn) = 0 by definition of solvability, and therefore 
T,(6) C ‘$3. We can certainly begin the induction with r, -:= Id, since 
%I@ ‘%(O) = 3. The whole proof boils down to the induction step (writing 
+ s(k), G’ = $j(k+l), 3 z:: T,(&)): 
if YD is a separable subalgebra of 8 @ 6 C $3 (b a subalgebra, 
G nil ideal, % unital) then there is a conjugation T on 9X (131 
such that T(B) is a subalgebra of ?B @ 6’. 
I f  B, S denote the projections on !B, 6 associated with the direct sum 
decomposition, then from the fact that !B is a subalgebra and 6 an ideal we 
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B(XY) = B(x) B(Y) S(XY) = B(x) S(Y) + J%4 B(Y) + S(x) S(Y)* (14) 
We need a conjugation on all of Cu which has the same effect on D that B does, 
at least modulo G’, 
T(x) z B(x) = x - S(x) (mod G’) (15) 
since then T(D) = B(D) C 8 and T(23) C 23 @ 6’ as required by (13). 
The first thing to do is to turn S into a derivation. The quotient 
‘$JI = S/S’ inherits the structure of a unital ‘$l-bimodule, and the map 
D(x) = S(x) (XEQ 
obtained from S by passing to quotients is a derivation 3 -+ 1);M because in -- 
dividing out by 6;’ we got rid of the term S(x) S(y) E 66 = G’, S(x) S(y) =0, 
and also because for m E G and x E ZI we have 
x - #i = xm = B(x)m + S(x)m = B(x)m 
since S(x)m E 66 = 6’. Similarly @i . x = mB(x). Therefore when we take 
cosets in (14) we get 
D(xy) = x . D(y) + D(x) - y  (x7 y  E 9). 
Because 2, is separable, W unital, and the characteristic was taken #2, 3 
we can write D = D, + C Dzi,ii,z;l for suitable invertible xi E ID, 
ni E 6, and n E eG;e C e9Ie C IV(%) (by associativity of e). Then D = 
D, $ C DZi,12i5;l is an inner derivation of ‘$I into 6 which induces D on 9, 
D(x) = D(x) = S(x) (x E a). (16) 
But by Theorem 3 (12), the conjugation T = T, I-I Tzi,,$ (y = 1 - n, 
yi = 1 - ni) has T(x) z x - D(x) modulo terms involving two or more 
factors n or ni from 6 (hence falling in S’), so by (16) 
T(x) ES x - D(x) = x - S(x) (mod S’). 
By (15) this is just the T we have been looking for. 1 
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4. ASSOCIATIVE IDEMPQTEKT~ 
Recall that e E 9 is associative (relative to 3) if e2Ie C N(2I) for all alter- 
native algebras ‘X3 3. If  2I T= 5X1, i ‘2l,,, +- ‘%,, +- ‘!!I, is the Peirce 
decomposition of Cu relative to e, then e\LTe = 2&r is nuclear i f f  [‘$I, a, ‘5&J -= 
0. By the Peirce relations [7] the only nonzero associators involving %i, are 
composed of 
so 211,, is nuclear i f f  
(9 %I is associative 
(ii) ‘2I& = )u& = 0. 
Recall further that e is n-interconnected if it can be written as the sum of R 
orthogonal interconnected idempotents, where el and e2 are interconnected 
(in %) if e, E Vl,,?& , e2 E 5LT,,%,, . 
LEMMA 1. If e is 2-interconnected in T? C Cu. then FLI& = sX& = 0. If  e is 
3-interconnected then 2& is associative. Consequently, if e is 3-interconnected 
in Xl it is associative relative to B. 
Proof. I f  e is 2-interconnected, e = e, -+ ea for ei E D$Dji C 2X$2& , 
then 9&,(e) = 21n, + %a, (relative to e, , e,) so ‘&a(e)” = C ‘%:a + C 2&%j, . 
Here 21Ltiu?& -_= 0 for i, j, 0 f  (by the Peirce relations FLL$12z,, = 0 if j f  k 
except when (i,j) : (K, Z)), and 2IFs = 21Li,(e&,) C %l~,((91,Csrji)2&,> =I 
2l,,,{9I&l,&,)} C ‘ui,,(21ij(LIj,) = (‘u,Vl&&, TI- 0 for i, j, 0 # (recall that 
any three distinct Peirce spaces associate). Thus 2ln,(e)2 = 0, and %,,(e)2 =- 0 
similarly. 
I f  e is 3-interconnected it is well known that the unital 3-interconnected 
algebra ‘Zz,, is associative. Putting these two facts together, (i) and (ii) hold 
when e is 3-interconnected, so e is associative relative to 9. a 
LEMMA 2. If e, ,..., e, are orthogonal associative idempotents relative 
to a then their sum e .-: e, -+ ... -j- e, is associative relative to Z?. 
Proof. Consider any ‘$I containing a, ?Ve first show ~?l,0(e)2 = 0. We 
have 2&,(e) I= CID1 21c, relative to ei ,..., e, , so %,,(e)2 = C %I& -+ C 9I&2I,, . 
Again 2&&, = 0 for i, j, 0 f,  and ‘%f,, C ‘%,a(ei)a = 0 by the hypothesis that 
ei is associative. 
Next we show ‘&i(e) = xi,j=;l GJIli is associative. This will be the case 
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i f f  each !& is associative and 5J$. = 0 for i #j. But if e, is associative then 
‘& = ‘!&,(eJ is associative and ‘$l% C ‘&,(ei)2 = 0. 
Therefore (i) and (ii) hold and e is associative. 1 
LEMMA 3. If D is a finite-dimensional separable alternative algebra over 
a Jield Q, with center r which is a r-form of a matrix algebra of degree 33, 
then the unit e of 3 is associative relative to ID. 
Proof. Given ‘$I r) 3 we need e%e C N(s). It will suffice if e’$&e C N&J 
for Sz the algebraic closure of @, i.e., it suffices if e is associative relative to 
3, . We are assuming 3 or Q is a matrix algebra of degree 3 3 (Q is also 
the algebraic closure of r) and therefore is 3-interconnected (the diagonal 
idempotents eii in a matrix algebra are connected by the eij , eii). Thus the 
unit e @ 1 of ZJ Or D is associative by Lemma 1. 
- - 
Since J’/@ is separable, 3 & r (r the Galois closure of I’ in Q) is a direct 
sum &,Q of copies Di E D @,i: so DQ = (Ti) &P) @&Q = &, 
Q @r B s Or=, (3 or f) 0~ a G @L, 3 Or Q is a direct sum of copies 
of 3 Or Q. Since the units e, of these copies are associative as noted above, 
soistheirsume=e,+...+e,byLemma2. 1 
If 3 is a separable finite-dimensional alternative algebra over a field @ of 
characteristic f2, 3 then by [l], [7, p. 891, and [S] every derivation of 3 into 
a unital bimodule !lJI is inner of the form D, + C Dzz+ for xi E 3, ni E %!, 
and nuclear n E YJ& Furthermore, if YD = a, @ ... 0 Q. is the decomposition 
of 3 into simple ideals then because AdI,,,, = D,,, for nuclear m the only 
time the Ad, = D, is needed is for a derivation %+ -+ !I& into a unital Bi- 
bimodule where Q becomes (under central extension) a matrix algebra of 
degree divisible by the characteristic p. (For example, if 3 = di,, = ‘!N 
then Ad e,, is not a combination of D,,, ‘s since err is not contained in dil + 
[a, a] = [ID, ZD]). Thus we can assume our n E e’%!e where e = e, + ... + e, 
for ei the unit element of Q if ID, ,..., D8 are those simple summands which 
are forms of matrix algebras of degrees divisible by p. But since p # 2, these 
matrix algebras are of degree a-3. Therefore e, ,..., e, are associative by 
Lemma 3 and their sum e is associative by Lemma 2. This establishes the 
form D = D, + C DGSSIEi for inner derivations required in section 3. 
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